Introduction
The system of receiving a signal from the satellite consists of a satellite antenna, part of which: a reflector, a receiver and converter [1, 2] . The elements of antenna are usually made of thin steel or aluminum. When external forces: wind, rain and snow loads in thin-walled components can be subjected to strong stress, resulting in local damage. The mobile antenna system is subjected to the periodic mechanical force effect during their movement. The antennas can be exposed to corrosive environments which cause corrosion and oxidation. To protect against the external aggressive environment is used special materials, coatings, protective equipment [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . One of the main problems at the design stage is calculation of the strength of antenna elements. For mobile TV broadcasts are widely used system for automatic adjustment to a satellite the reflector of antenna [8, 9] . For mobile satellite systems is necessary to design an effective vibration protection system [10 -14] . The most widely used offset ellipsoidal satellite antennas that have a number of advantages over other types of antennas. Figure 1 shows a photograph of the offset satellite antenna. For the antenna the reflected signal is focused below the center of the reflector, so the lift angle of the antenna to the satellite is small that allows almost vertical installation of the reflector. Another advantage for offset antenna is constancy to signal reception, because installed below the converter does not close the reflector his shadow. For antennas with parabolic reflector is required a precise orientation to the selected satellite. We assume that the antenna at a sufficient distance from it does not introduce perturbations in air traffic. Accordingly, we assume that at infinity the velocity vector components are constant and the direction of air flow is directed at an angle 0,45,90,135,180,225,270,315,360 degrees. To solve the Laplace equation the condition at infinity, we replace the condition on the large radius of the circle:

  For find the pressure are using the Bernoulli equation to compressible gas in the form:
where p -the pressure of the gas,  -the density of the gas,  -the adiabatic constant of the gas, v -the speed the incoming flow, h -the height of the installation, g -the acceleration of free fall. The numerical solution of the problem is made in the mathematical package freeFEM ++ [15] . We have constructed the grid model in the field of circle large-radius ( Figure 2 ). We carried out simulation of flow around the satellite antenna in the two-dimensional case for the eight directions of the flux vector. Figure 3 shows the flow line an angle of 45 degrees. ab  -yellow graph. Fig.7 The dependence of the wind pressure on the wind speed For protection against the external impacts and improving aerodynamics the mobile satellite antennas to installing on the sea and railway transport are covered the spherical dome ( Figure 8 ). The dome to protect the satellite antenna is made of thin plastic radius of 60-80 cm. We assume that the contour of the dome is impervious to air flow and the flow velocity at infinity is constant and directed parallel to the vector flow. The components of the flow velocity at infinity are constant. Fig. 9 shows velocity vector field at an angle of 0 degrees indicate the direction of flow. Figure 11 shows the depending the wind pressure to the radius of the reflector (green graph), of the protective dome (blue graph). Fig.11 The dependence of the wind pressure on the radius of the reflector.
The comparing the function of pressure for the reflector and the protective dome antenna is shows the reduction in the maximum wind pressure is more than ten times when using the dome for the satellite antenna.
The mathematical modeling of the mechanical guidance system to satellite in view of wind pressure
For automatic guidance to satellite of the reflector of mobile antenna is used articulated mechanical system allowing to fold the antenna for transport and rotate the antenna in two orthogonal planes. A mechanical guidance system in the mobile satellite antenna has three degrees of freedom. Figure 12 shows the mechanical guidance system to satellite mobile antenna. Fig.12 The mechanical guidance system to satellite and kinematic diagram
The mechanical system includes three parts (Fig. 12) , the length each equal 1 2 3 ,, l l l respectively. The three parts are rotated in a plane. We introduce the relative reference system associated with the parts, with its origin at the points: O associate with a movable object on which the antenna is installed. The rotation angles in the planes we choose for the generalized coordinates of the system: 1 2 3 ,,We developed the system of dynamic equations of motion of the antenna, taking into account wind pressure. We applied the matrix method and dynamic Lagrange equations in matrix form to produce the equations of motion [16 -17] A A A A  We calculated the kinetic energy of each unit and the total energy. For determine of kinetic energy the part we use the matrix formula with the transition matrices: 
The total kinetic energy T is equal to the sum of the kinetic energies of the three parts:
T T T T    We calculate the potential energy of each part and the total energy. In matrix form, the potential energy part takes the form: ,, Q Q Q -generalized forces parts.
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(sin(2( ))) 
The solution of the nonlinear system of equations (6) is a numerical method of Runge-Kutta fourth-order with the following parameters of system: Figure 13 shows graphs of the dynamics of the corners -the generalized coordinates 1 2 3 ,,(blue, green and yellow graphic) while ensuring electric drive of parts the specified generalized forces: ,,After receiving graphics dynamics corners of device can be determined how much time is necessary to work electric actuators of parts that generate a given constant force for parts, to ensure the necessary settings angles to the satellite reflector antennas.
The mathematical modeling of vibration protection device of mobile satellite antenna with the wind pressure
For protection from external vibrations mobile satellite antenna is mounted on device with non-linear damping characteristics (Fig 14) .
Fig.14 The scheme vibration protection device
The nonlinear characteristics of springs and dampers, we approximate the polynomial of the fifth degree. The external impact generated when movement of transport on the satellite antenna we present a periodic force with a small , AB amplitude and  frequency:
  For the equations of motion, we apply the Lagrange equation
Here x, y, z coordinates of the center of gravity of the antenna device and the vibration isolation platform. The total weight of the antenna consists of a mass of three parts ,,: 
We write the generalized force, taking into account wind pressure: 
w w w -components of the maximum wind pressure on the reflector.
We write a non-linear system of differential equations in relative coordinates transport:
,, 
The solution of nonlinear differential equations [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] can be carried out various approximate analytical methods [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] : the method of Van der Pol, the harmonic balance method, the averaging method, the small parameter method, the method of Krylov-Bogolyubov, method of harmonic linearization, the method of Poincare. We obtained an approximate analytical solution of the modified method of harmonic linearization with Chebyshev polynomials [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] 2 4  2 4  2 2  2  2  3 3  3 3  11  11  11   22  3  15 3  1   2  3  3  3   3  3 We obtained modes of oscillation the mobile satellite antenna mounted on the damping device at the given parameters: Figure 15 shows graphs of the vertical oscillations of mobile satellite antenna obtained by analytical method (blue), a numerical method (yellow) and the graph the oscillation without vibration protection devices (green).
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Fig.15 The vertical vibrations with vibration isolation device and without it
The graphs show the reduction of external periodic influence is 10 times when using vibration protection device.
Conclusion
A simulation analysis of the results showed that the protection of offset antennas from external influences can provide a significant reduction in wind pressure and ensure the accuracy guidance of the antenna to satellite. The reduction of vibrations occurring when moving the mobile antenna can be achieved by creating an efficient vibration protection system. We developed the mathematical model that takes into account external load, which can be used in the management of the satellite antenna. 
